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*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
EDITORIAL ARTICLE
***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

The President's Corner

Patrick Bailey, INE President, NEN Editor

NEN Articles, Authors, and Publication Deadlines:

As you know, the INE has again grown strong over the past year, to over
300 members.  The New Energy News (NEN) is the best way that INE
members can share personal observations, technical data, concerns, and
revelations about advanced energy conversion technologies.  The NEN is
sent out to the INE members in both text-only and Abode Acrobat file
formats, to make it very easy for anyone to read the NEN.  Those without
computers can get printed copies of the text-only file from other members.

So, how do NEN article get submitted?  YOU DO IT!  You can write and
submit short or summary articles to the NEN office for publication.  The
receipt deadline for the next month's NEN is the last Friday of the month -
period.
So April 27 (uh, today, whew...) is the last day to email NEN articles for
the May 2001 NEN; and May 25 will be the deadline for the next NEN
issue, in June.  The NEN deadline is:  (listen -) the last FRIDAY of each
month.  The NEN staff at Hal Fox's office will abide by this deadline - so
email your articles by that last Friday date, or mail them on PC disk in
Acrobat or text-only or Word Perfect IBM PC format to them - so that -
they receive your mail BY that last Friday.  The email address for the
NEN office is:
halfox@slkc.uswest.net

NEN Input: Authors, Articles, and Censorship:

What is the criteria for writing, for review, and for the acceptance of an
NEN article?  My profound advice as the INE President can be summed
up in one word: NONE!  Just remember that you be will be held
accountable for what you write by all the other readers, so be clear, be

mailto:halfox@slkc.uswest.net
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truthful, and if you are blasting someone else's theory or reported device
data – please re-read your text the next day and make any updates then -
before submitting it.  Once submitted, NEN articles will not be edited or
changed – unless absolutely necessary.  I strongly feel that this will allow
open interaction among the INE members, create an honest atmosphere of
sharing, and prohibit the kind of scientific and political extortion and overt
suppression that we see everywhere else in this world today.

The INE Website:

I am the webmaster for the INE website at
http://www.padrak.com/ine/
And - yes, I know, the website has not been updated since 1 September
2000.  I have lots of great excuses.  The best ones are:
1.  I am not sure how much of the emailed NEN we want to share with
non-INE members;
2.  The existing website's main page is way too big and not organized well
anymore, as it has grown, and
3.  I am still using text HTML to create the site and new files. (I also had
major eye surgery last November, which knocked me off my feet for a few
months.)  My new vision is to re-organize the entire main page and create
more sections from the main page.  This requires changing the names of
the links in many files all at once.  If anyone has a program that can do
that on a Mac IIci or a PC (like "grep" in UNIX) please let me know how
to get it and use it.  I also want to password protect some pages, for INE
members use only - like the device database comparison pages:
http://www.padrak.com/ine/DBGUIDE.html
etc.  So, these changes and new web site pages will be coming as fast as I
can make them.

The INE Device Database:

Your help is needed to include as much data about the many devices that
are being promoted as we can get.  We have a data entry form at
http://www.padrak.com/ine/DBGUIDE.html
that should be used to email to me all of the data on any new device that
you want, or to update any of the data on an existing device.  The data is
stored in a large Excel matrix (database), and one computer code is used to
automatically create all of the webpage files.  So, this is easy to do.  I just
need your data - correct and truthful data please, as your name is listed as
the contributor.  If you do not do this, who will?  Thanks!

INE Meeting in 2001

Discussions are now being held to plan this year's INE conference in
either August or September at the same location that it was last year - in

http://www.padrak.com/ine/
http://www.padrak.com/ine/DBGUIDE.html
http://www.padrak.com/ine/DBGUIDE.html
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Salt Lake City.  The location is nice and has low air travel cost, the hotel is
nice and inexpensive, the conference rooms are right above the restaurant,
and I really like the hot tub.  This time I will not be crutches (from a July
2000 knee replacement).

What we do need at this conference is a number of quality papers for
learning and discussion.  Get ready!  All papers presented should also be
made available in text or WP form on PC disk for publication in the
following Journal of New Energy.

Important! - I also remind everyone that this - our INE conference - is
THE ONLY conference that I know of where - anywhere - where any of
these ideas and devices can be openly discussed.  Authors and presenters
can (if they wish) also use pseudo-names and withhold some data if they
feel they need to.  The purpose of the INE Conference is to share what
information we can and to attract fundors to see this new technology get
out into the world.  I believe that the new technology IS here, the fundors
ARE ready, and the ability IS KNOWN on how to get this new technology
out into the world - without being blocked by "special interest", Gov.,
political, patent office, military, or any other of the many bully groups.
The only remaining question is: Are the inventors that have this new
information ready to contribute to the world and get massively paid for it a
few years later, or are they going to continue to sell out for short-term cash
and see their new technology be suppressed and destroyed by greed,
dishonesty, lawyers, banks, and existing lobby groups.  The choice is
yours.  Really.

I say: Let’s create our own future.

Patrick Bailey, April 27, 2001

*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
ABSTRACTS
*******************************************************
***************************
***************************

Report Examines Probability of Climate Change Outcomes

Submitted by Hal Fox

Reference: Latest issue of EREN Network News -- 4/25/01
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Early this year, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
released its Third Assessment Report on climate change, which now
stands as the definitive summary of our understanding of the global
warming phenomena. In that report, the IPCC projected a global warming
of 1.4 to 5.8 degrees Celsius (2.5 to 10.4 degrees Fahrenheit) by 2100. But
is the most likely outcome closer to 1.4 degrees Celsius or closer to 5.8
degrees Celsius?

A report released last month by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) attempts to address that very question. The report, "Uncertainty
Analysis of Global Climate Change Projections," projects that with no
mitigation of greenhouse gases, the most likely temperature rise is 2.5
degrees Celsius (4.5 degrees Fahrenheit). It also finds a 95 percent
probability that the temperature rise will be 0.9 to 4.8 degrees Celsius (1.6
to 8.6 degrees Fahrenheit). The report also finds a less than 1 percent
chance that the temperature rise will be as high as 5.8 degrees Celsius.

The report was prepared by the MIT Global Change Joint
Program. See the report at:

http://mit.edu/globalchange/www/reports.html

DOE announced last month that it is establishing its own Joint Global
Change Research Institute to investigate the scientific, social and
economic implications of climate change. DOE's Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) will team with the University of Maryland to
form the new institute. See the PNNL press release at:

http://www.pnl.gov/news/2001/global.htm

*******************************************************

Thomas Valone, Integrity Research Institute President,
presentation at APS Conference 4/30/01

Submitted by: Patrick Bailey

Invited by Dr. Scott Chubb, I am presenting a lecture at the American
Physical Society meeting on Monday, April 30th in Washington, DC to
protest the treatment I received from the APS Spokesperson, Robert Park
upon organizing COFE.

Park has, according to a review in the Washington Post (6/25/2000), "a
one-man search-and-destroy mission" against inventors and scientists who

http://mit.edu/globalchange/www/reports.html
http://www.pnl.gov/news/2001/global.htm
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he believes are wrong. All are invited to attend and hear the facts in the
case against Park and the APS who allows him free rein.
TV Session S13 - General Physics.
ORAL session, Monday afternoon, April 30
Room 12-13, Renaissance Hotel

One Cold Fusion Speaker is One Too Many for a Future Energy
Conference
http://www.aps.org/meet/APR01/baps/abs/S2380.html#SS13.008

In 1998, a Conference on Future Energy (COFE) was scheduled to take
place at the State Department Open Forum in April, 1999. Only one
speaker, Ed Storms (formerly with Los Alamos Lab), was scheduled to
talk about cold fusion as part of fourteen plenary lectures over a two-day
period. However, the entire meeting was labeled a "cold fusion"
conference by APS Spokesperson Bob Park who repeated the words four
times in one 1999 What's New column. What transpired afterwards has
become a part of the cold fusion suppression history, including several
APS "pseudoscience" presentations mocking COFE scientists. A review of
the actual COFE contents reveals the rational side of emerging energy
technologies normally associated with the scientific process. The Park-
related events display an opposite pattern of behavior ultimately designed
to discredit the COFE organizer and deprive him of his livelihood (see
APS News, March, 2000). The compiled record shows how undue
prejudice and unethical lobbying distort the communication of scientific
information.

*******************************************************

As BP Goes Green, the Fur Is Flying --- Oil Giant's Bid to
Be Seen As More

Submitted by Remy Chevalier

Reference: Environmental Draws Critics' Scrutiny
Wall Street Journal
Apr 16, 2001
By Bhushan Bahree
Abstract

On Thursday, when BP holds its annual meeting, the agenda will include
two proposed resolutions inspired by environmental and human-rights
groups.
One would have BP withdraw its 2%, or $580 million, investment in Petro
China. The other would require BP to reduce and eventually phase out its

http://www.aps.org/meet/APR01/baps/abs/S2380.html#SS13.008
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production of oil and gas, the source of most of its profits.

   BP has "built their brand on how environment-friendly they are," says
Stephanie Tunmore, climate campaigner for Greenpeace UK "That's given
us the impetus to push them to fulfill the implicit promises they've made."
And because BP has shown concern about climate change and is
promoting solar power, Ms. Tunmore figures that "they're one of the best-
placed companies to make that change."

   In most cases, the dialogue with environmentalists and other
Nongovernmental organizations has been positive, the BP chief says.
Indeed, Sir [John Browne] says BP couldn't have achieved many things
without their help. BP's plan for trading emissions, for instance, was
developed jointly with the Environmental Defense advocacy group. The
company is working in partnership with the World Wildlife Fund in
Bolivia and China to preserve biodiversity, and is helping Oxfam in
Angola and Save the Children in Vietnam. Copyright Dow Jones &
Company Inc. Apr 16, 2001

Full Text:

  Is BP Amoco PLC's strategy of embracing environmental symbols
making the oil company a bigger target for environmentalists?

   In 1997, Sir John Browne, the company's chief executive, told a
Stanford University audience that carbon emissions should be reduced as a
precaution -- though the debate on whether they are causing climate
change still rages.
Since then, BP has become the industry's lightning rod. Last year, the Oil
Company went so far as to change its corporate symbol from a shield to a
sunburst, and for a time, it promoted that with the slogan "Beyond
Petroleum." It started reducing its own emissions and promoting solar
power.

   "One of our fundamental tenets is engagement," Sir John says. "When
you offer yourself up for engagement, well, that has made us open to more
attacks by single-issue groups."

   BP also presents a bigger target simply because it has become a much
bigger company through acquisitions in recent years. It merged with
Amoco Corp. of the U.S. three years ago and purchases since then have
included the U.S.'s Atlantic Richfield Co. and Britain's Burmah Castrol
PLC. Record profits amid higher oil and natural-gas prices draw even
more attention.

   Of course, other companies in the much-criticized oil industry become
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targets of environmentalists and human rights activists. But BP's
pioneering commitment to trying to help preserve the environment puts it
in the spotlight.
And the stance can create its own problems when these activists demand
changes that the London Company is unable to make.

   On Thursday, when BP holds its annual meeting, the agenda will include
two proposed resolutions inspired by environmental and human-rights
groups.
One would have BP withdraw its 2%, or $580 million, investment in
PetroChina. The other would require BP to reduce and eventually phase
out its production of oil and gas, the source of most of its profits.

   BP says that as an equity investor in PetroChina, it has neither the right
nor the desire to impose policies and that it considers its investment to be
in its long-term interest. But activists are concerned that a proposed gas
pipeline by the Chinese state-controlled company may violate the rights of
Tibetans. "You wouldn't expect us to produce changes in the way
countries are governed," says Sir John, "and you wouldn't like it, either, if
we did."

   While such resolutions have a history of failing to get enough support
from shareholders, at BP and at other major oil companies such as Royal
Dutch/Shell Group, the publicity can hurt a company's image.

   BP has "built their brand on how environment-friendly they are," says
Stephanie Tunmore, climate campaigner for Greenpeace U.K. "That's
given us the impetus to push them to fulfill the implicit promises they've
made."
And because BP has shown concern about climate change and is
promoting solar power, Ms. Tunmore figures that "they're one of the best-
placed companies to make that change."

   Yet Sir John knows that he and BP can't make the kind of changes being
demanded by some advocacy groups. Energy demand is rising worldwide
and at least for now, it can be met only by increased use of oil and gas.
"There are currently no viable substitutes," says Sir John. Better, then, to
try to reduce emissions and clean up fuels while working on alternative
Technologies such as solar power and hydrogen, he believes. "We can't
stop producing hydrocarbons," he says. "What we are looking for is a
positive, constructive approach, recognizing the reality of the world's
demand for hydrocarbons."

   In most cases, the dialogue with environmentalists and other
nongovernmental organizations have been positive, the BP chief says.
Indeed, Sir John says BP couldn't have achieved many things without their
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help. BP's plan for trading emissions, for instance, was developed jointly
with the Environmental Defense advocacy group. The company is
working in partnership with the World Wildlife Fund in Bolivia and China
to preserve biodiversity, and is helping Oxfam in Angola and Save the
Children in Vietnam.

   What do some of these have to do with BP's business? "We're helping
stabilize the communities within which we operate," Sir John says. "What
we don't like, what we're bound not to like are the politics of gesture, or
the politics of spin which are not relevant to the company. The issues you
can create measurable targets for are generally easier to deal with."

   BP says it is addressing concerns about climate change. It is promoting
solar energy and developing cleaner fuels. It cut its carbon emissions by
5% over the three years ended in 2000 and expects to cut 5% more in
emissions by the end of 2003.

   The resolution that would require BP to phase out oil and gas production
has attracted additional support from Pensions Investment Research
Consultants Ltd., a London adviser to institutional investors on corporate
governance and responsibility issues. PIRC is advising its clients, which it
says have combined assets of GBP 350 billion ($503 billion), to support
the resolution. In a report, PIRC says "carbon transition represents the
biggest long-term strategic challenge facing the company."

   "The arguments are as strong for every [oil] company," says Alan
MacDougall, PIRC's managing director. PIRC issued its recommendation,
he says, because there was a resolution on the agenda for BP's annual
meeting and not on those of other companies.

 Credit: Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.
Further reproduction or distribution is prohibited without permission.

*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
BOOK REVIEW

***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

Where on Earth are We Going?
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By Maurice Strong

Quick review by Remy Chevalier

"I believe that change is still possible, and this book seeks to make the
case for change. The maxim 'think globally, act locally' is only partly
valid. The time has come when we need to act both globally and locally."

Maurice Strong - Where on Earth are We Going?

ISBN: 158799092X
Price: $27.95
TEXERE
55 East 52nd  St., 40th Fl.
New York, NY 10055
Ph: 212.317.5511
Fax: 212.317.5178
http://www.etexere.com

WHERE ON EARTH ARE WE GOING? From one of the most
influential figures of our time--and one of the key players straddling the
conflicting worlds of business and the environment--a surprising call to
action.

World hunger, ecological and environmental disaster, global warming,
massive shifts in weather systems, the reemergence of diseases long
thought controlled, and political turmoil in a world where a barrel of water
is more expensive than a barrel of oil. So says the Report to the
Shareholders, Earth Inc., dated January 1, 2031 that begins where on earth
are we going?

Millennium panic? No--this time the scenario is vividly painted by the
homegrown legend whose venue is nothing less than the world stage, and
whose players are the leaders of countries and the captains of industry.

Thoughtful, anecdotal, riveting, this is Maurice Strong's view as the
consummate insider.

To explain how he came by his beliefs, he chronicles his poverty-stricken
beginnings as a child in the prairies during the depression to his
appointment as president of Power Corporation at 29, his becoming
undersecretary-general of the United Nations at 40, and, on the domestic
front, chairman of Ontario Hydro, the world's largest generator of nuclear
energy.

Hard-headed, practical and impassioned this book is a call to action by a

http://www.etexere.com/
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key business and environmental player at the beginning of the twenty-first
century that cannot be ignored and will be much debated.

Maurice Strong is one of the very few 'renaissance' men of the twenty-first
century, based on an unbelievably rich experience in many fields of life.
He is a fighter for a more socially and environmentally responsible future.

--Professor Klaus Schwab, President, World Economic Forum

The New York Times as the “Custodian of the Planet” hailed MAURICE
STRONG. He is perpetually on the short list of candidates for Secretary
General of the United Nations. Among the hats he currently wears are:
Senior Advisor to UN Secretary General Kofi Annan; Senior Advisor to
World Bank President James Wolfensohn; Chairman of the Earth Council;
Chairman of the World Resources Institute; Co-Chairman of the Council
of the World Economic Forum; member of Toyota's International
Advisory Board. As advisor to Kofi Annan, he is overseeing the new UN
reforms.

Strong's most prominent and influential role to date was as Secretary
General of the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development—
the so-called Earth Summit--held in Rio de Janeiro, which gave a
significant push to global economic and environmental regulation.

Copyright © 2000 TEXERE LLC. All rights reserved.
Maurice Strong
Online Discussion
Chat online with Maurice Strong at CNN.com
APR 20, 2001

Chat online with author Maurice Strong about important environmental
issues of the day and his new book, Where on Earth are We Going?
More information: http://www.cnn.com/
Maurice Strong
Author Book Signing
APR 25, 2001

*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
ARTICLES
***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

http://www.cnn.com/
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INDEPENDENT TEST DATA

Submitted by B. Nurnberger
bn@gol.com

Reference: Press release from
http://micro.newswire.ca/releases/April2001/06/c2
440.html/

CALGARY, April 6 /CNW/ - Tathacus Resources Ltd. (CDNX: TTC)
announces that it has received the independent test data from the Alberta
Research Council (ARC) regarding Xogen Power Inc.'s ("Xogen")
oxygen-hydrogen gas generation system. Tathacus owns 20 per cent of
Xogen, a private Calgary-based technology and research company.
Tathacus engaged ARC recently to conduct specific tests of Xogen's
proprietary technology.
    "The testing and the Company's subsequent evaluation of the ARC
results confirm that the Xogen process (the "Process") works to produce
an oxygen- hydrogen gas mixture," said Barrie Shibley, president of
Tathacus. "Our own due diligence, based on the ARC testing provides a
clear proof of concept for the Xogen technology. Both Tathacus and
Xogen are eager to further refine and optimize the technology's
operational parameters as we drive towards commercialization."

Comment on iron and manganese findings:
Xogen has confirmed that plate and connector material optimization has
yet to be undertaken. (Re-specification of plate material or design
adjustments may occur in future as a result of optimization studies.)
Further, Xogen advised the Company that none of the test apparatus has
been the subject of optimization engineering, this being the matter of
future development intended to be conducted largely in the context of
technical co-venture or licensing agreements with appropriate, qualified
parties in each field of potential commercial application.

*******************************************************

A Good Week For Evs

Submitted by Remy Chevalier

Reference: CALSTART News Notes

Note from Hal Fox, Editor - Journal of New Energy
The following information from Remy Chevalier illustrates the need and
the acceptance of electric vehicles.  EEMF, Inc. of Salt Lake City, Utah

mailto:bn@gol.com
http://micro.newswire.ca/releases/April2001/06/c2440.html/
http://micro.newswire.ca/releases/April2001/06/c2440.html/
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has a contract for the development of on-board battery chargers for
electric vehicles.  The combination of battery-powered electric vehicles
using on-board battery chargers that tap the energy of space is a much-
needed combination with lots of commercial potential.

04/20/2001 - Tiny 'Le Touc' EVs Serve French Shoppers, Tourists
Toulouse, France - A program in France that use small, neighborhood
electric vehicles (EVs) to provide free, on-demand transportation to
shoppers and tourists has carried more than one million passengers in the
three years since it was founded. The ''Le Touc'' service uses five-
passenger ''Club Cars'' built in Augusta, Georgia that have a range of 50
miles (80 kilometers) and a top speed of 22 miles per hour (35 km/hr).
One of France's largest grocery store chains, Casino, found its sales
increased by 20 percent when it began allowing customers to utilize a
telephone reservation system to arrange for rides to and from the market.
The Le Touc service has also been extended to local farmers markets,
tourist areas and airport parking lots. It now operates in 10 cities, with
more than 50 transporters and 60 employees. The company says its
pollution-free vehicles are quiet, inexpensive to operate and easy to
maintain - and allow a frequency of service that most conventional transit
systems can't afford to offer.

04/19/2001 - American Airlines Intros Solar-Powered GSE
Fort Worth, Texas - American Airlines today introduced the industry's
first solar-powered ground service equipment (GSE) as part of what the
airline calls its ''continuing commitment to a healthy environment in the
communities it serves.'' The introduction of the new solar-powered
equipment follows last month's announcement that American Airlines
became the first airline to go ''all-electric'' with applicable ground-service
equipment at El Paso International Airport, a community with severe air-
quality concerns (News Notes 3/16/01). The new solar-powered
equipment includes two fueling carts at Dallas/Fort Worth
International Airport, the first of 13 to be immediately deployed
throughout American's operations in Miami, San Francisco, Chicago and
San Juan, Puerto Rico. Each fueling cart is 16 feet long, weighs 8,000
pounds, lifts up to 13 feet in the air, pumps 900 gallons of fuel each
minute, and powers itself - quietly, and with zero air emissions - at up to 4
miles per hour. The carts pump fuel from the airport's underground piping
system into wide-body airliners. When the sun isn't shining, the act of
fueling a plane allows the cart to recharge its onboard batteries through
electric alternators connected to the fuel-pumping system.
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*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
LETTERS
***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

Robert Bass’ letter to Patrick Bailey
April 30, 2001

FREE Downloading of US Patents!

You may want to take a look at (or have available a copy of) my US
Patent 4,448,743 issued May 15, 1984, on artificial Laser Sparks.  (Actual
title: "Generation, Insulated Confinement, and Heating of Ultra-High
Temperature Plasmas").

Go to http://www.mieweb.com/alternatiff/ to download the free Browser
Plug-in "AlternaTIFF" for viewing high-resolution TIFF Image Files.
(Before now one had to pay a commercial service for printable copies of
US Patents.)

When this is on your PC, go to http://www.uspto.gov and click on
searching Patents by Patent Number to locate my cited patent.  With the
TIFF Plug-in you can then print a copy of the patent (they have every US
Patent since 1790!). You can also get a DOS text file of any patent since
1976 but this messes up equations and only the words are any good, so I
prefer the Images (which includes all drawings).

Cheers,
Bob
E-mail: robert.w.bass@baesystems.com

*******************************************************

April 03,2001

Dear Sir,

I have to inform you about a sensational gravitational experiment in
Hungary.

Please visit:

mailto:robert.w.bass@baesystems.com
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http://www.geocities.com/fhunman/Gravpub.doc

Gravity experiment using physical pendulum.
If you have any possibility to repeat our experiment, please indicate to me!

Dezso SARKADI
Physicist

Address:
H-7030 Paks HUNGARY
Location:  Kishegyi 16.
Phone:  +36 75507898
Fax:      +36 75311471

*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
MEETINGS
***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

Congress
New Hydrogen Technologies and Space Drives
Saturday, June 23, and Sunday, June 24, 2001
Congress Center Thurgauerhof, CH-8570 Weinfelden/Switzerland
Organizer:
Institute for New Energy Technologies (INET), Jupiter-Publishers
and  German Association for Space Energy  (GASE)
Congress Organization and Pre-Registration:
INET / Jupiter Publishers, P.O.Box, CH 4622 Egerkingen,
Phone/Fax. 062 38898 50/1 email: adolf.schneider@datacomm.ch

Congress fees
All-inclusive price incl. Congress papers, Saturday- inner, Sunday-Lunch,
2 Coffee Breaks, Mineral- Water, incl. accommodation for 1 night
USD 220. - / SFr390.- / DM 490. - / OES 4'500. -
Students with ID, Unemployed, Retired:
USD 170. - / DM 290. - / DM 370. - / OES 3'400. -
Reduction without room: USD 30. - / SFr 50. - / DM 65. - /OES 550. -
Single day participation: 50% discount
Booked before 12 May 2001 10% discount

http://www.geocities.com/fhunman/Gravpub.doc
mailto:adolf.schneider@datacomm.ch
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Registration, Remittance:
Each participant shall receive an information package after registration.
The payment can be done via: - Germany: Post Banc Muenchen, Acc. No.
12 10 26 - 802, D 80317 Muenchen, BLZ 700 100 80
Switzerland: Postfinance, Acc. No. 34-3240-1, CH 3040 Bern (no BLZ
No.)
Austria: via cheese or postal transfer - Other countries: via cheese or
postal transfer

Important Notice concerning All-inclusive Price:
There is only a certain contingent of rooms in the congress-hotel. The
price of these rooms is included in the all-inclusive price. It is therefore
recommended to book as soon as possible. When all congress rooms are
blocked the participants are obliged to book rooms in nearby hotels in
other cities, which is more expensive. The organizer will provide all
necessary information’s about other hotels but the participants have to
book themselves.
Cancellation:
If it becomes necessary to cancel a registration, please contact
the following address: Jupiter Publishers / INET,
P.O.Box, CH 4622 Egerkingen, Tel. +41 (0) 62 388 98 50, Fax: 51
Before 1 June 2001 90% Refund
Between 1 June and 14 June 50% Refund
20 June 2001 onwards No refund

Congress Address:
Hotel & Congress Center Thurgauer Hof, Thomas-Bornhauser-Str. 10,
CH-8570 Weinfelden,
Phone 0041 (0) 71 626 33 33,
Fax: 0041 (0) 71626 34 34,
www.thurgauerhof.com

***************************************************

Russian Academy of Sciences
Russian Physical Society
Nuclear Society of Russia
Mendeleev Chemical Society of Russia
Moscow Lomonosow State University
Russian Peoples’ Friendship State University
State Technical University (MADI)

Dear Colleges,

http://www.thurgauerhof.com/
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The 9th Russian Conference on Cold Nuclear Transmutation (RCCNT-9)
is to be held during September 30 – October 7, 2001.  The place of the
Conference is in Dagomys near the city of Sochi that is the best recreation
and holiday place on the Black See shore of Russia.
The program of the Conference includes the
following subjects:

• Experimental research in cold fusion, transmutation and ball
lightning;

• Theoretical models with respect to cold fusion effects;
• Applied technologies and devices.

The organizing Committee of the Conference is pleased to invite you to
attend the Conference.  The terms of your participation are as follows:
The full cost is $900 which will include the registration fee, hotel
reservation and living, three daily buffet meals, conference proceedings,
transportation from the Sochi airport and back, social dinner and special
excursion or entertainment.
The languages of the Conference are Russian and English.
The total cost can be reduced down to $800 if transferred before August
10 to the account of the Organizing Committee shown below:
Intermediary: Sabrrumm 100 Saving Bank of the Russian Federation
Moscow Bank;
Account with institution: 891200011 at Izmailovskoye Branch 2695/0437;
Account holder: Yuri Nikolaevich Bazhutov;
Personal account: 42304.840.9.3834.0600087
The correspondence banks of the Moscow Saving Bank of Russian
Federation in your country you will find attached.
If you make a decision to take part in the Conference please let us know
before July 20 about the title and abstract of your report.
Contact telephone: (7)(095) 196-7117
(Ask Mr. Igor Goryachev)
Fax: (7)(095) 196-6108
E-mail: gnedenko@kiae.ru
Address: 123182, Moscow, Russia, 1 Kurchatov Sq., I Goryachev
105077, p/o box 169, Yu.Bazhutov

Yu. Bazhutov, Chairman of the Organizing Committee
I.Goryachev, Scientific secretary

Coun
try

Corresponding Bank BIC-code
S.W.I.F.T.

Australia Commonwealth Bank of Australia
(Sydney)

CTBAAU2S

Austria Centro Internationale Handelsbank
(Vienna)

CENBATWW

mailto:gnedenko@kiae.ru
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England Banco Do Estado De Sao Paulo
Banespa S.A.
(London)
Barclays Bank Pls
(London)

BESPGB2L

BARCGB22

France Basque Nationale De Paris S.A.
(Paris)
Caisse D’Epargne De Paris Ile-De-
France
(Paris)

BNPAFRPP

CEPAFRPP751

Finland Merita Bank Ltd.
(Helsinki)

MRITFIHH

Germany Bayershe Vedeinsbank
(Muenchen)
Stadssparkasse Koeln AG
(Koeln)
Commerzbank AG
(Frankfurt am Main)
Dresdner Bank AG
(Frankfurt am Main)

BVBEDEMM

COLSDE33

COBADEFF

DRESDEFF

Israel Israel Discount Bank Ltd.
(Tel-Aviv)

IDBLILIT

Sweden Svenska Handelsbanken
Stockholm
(Stockholm)

HANDSESS

USA The Bank of New York
(New York)

IRVTUS3N

*******************************************************
***************************
***************************
HUMOR
***************************
***************************
*******************************************************

Someone's reaction to the current CA energy crisis: as usual - humor – and
not hard action:
Found on the Internet, from Patrick Bailey:
(To the theme music from "Rawhide")

Rollin', rollin', rollin',
Though the state is golden,
Keep them blackouts rollin', statewide.
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A little colder weather,
And we all freeze together,
Wishin' more plants were on the line.

All the things I'm missin',
Like lights and television,
Are waiting 'til we can pay the price.

Turn 'em on, turn 'em off,
Shut 'em down, block ‘em out,
Turn 'em on, turn 'em off, statewide!

Brown 'em out, black ‘em out,
Charge 'em more, give 'em less,
Let the polls fix the mess, statewide!

Keep movin', movin', movin',
Though they're disapprovin',
Keep them rates a-movin', statewide.

Don't try to understand 'em,
Just raise, charges, and collect 'em.
Soon we'll be livin' high and wide.

My heart's calculatin',
Nuclear plants will be waitin',
Be waitin’ at the end of my ride.

Turn 'em on, turn 'em off,
Shut ‘em down, block 'em out,

Turn 'em on, turn 'em off, statewide!
Brown ‘em out, black 'em out,
Charge 'em more, give 'em less,
Let the pols fix the mess, statewide!

STATEWIDE!!!

*******************************************************
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